Date:
To:
Cabinet Secretary
Governor RBI
Chairman SEBI
Chairman IRDA
Chairman PFRDA
Chairman NGT
Chief Election Commissioner
Chief Justice of India
Chief Ministers of India
Prime Minister of India
President of India

Re: India for Prosperity Movement – An Open Letter
Dear Public Servants,
There have been many movements in history. In the recent past the movements have been
against something like “India Against Corruption”. The most notable movement in India was the
freedom movement which was “For Freedom”.
We are at cusp of a digital platform revolution which can make every Indian prosperous
(content, healthy and with adequate wealth) and India can then be an example to the rest of
the world.
India for Prosperity is a leaderless movement with the Prosperity Demand as its cornerstone.
The key point is Empowered CEO’s. It has worked for Aadhar, Delhi Metro and Surat. Can it
work for prosperity which includes jobs and habitat?
A few more decks illustrate the thinking of how prosperity for all in India can become a reality
within the next five years.
Enabling Ecosystem for Prosperity
Prosperity Platform
DFC (Digital Finance Company License) for Prosperity
We are US Citizens with OCI cards. We spent around 30 years in India before we stayed
overseas for around 15 years and returned in 2004 as Pravasi Bharatiya to give back to the
country of our birth. We are trying to catalyze the leaderless “India for Prosperity” movement.

India has really done well since 2000 but it can now truly achieve its potential. USA is a
democracy like India but the difference we find in USA and India is that USA tends to set aside
partisan and stakeholder differences in the national interest and moves forward at breathtaking
speed. China is not a democracy but the speed there is remarkable as well.
Can we retain all that is glorious in India and move towards prosperity at breathtaking speed?
Can you all as the top public servants make India prosperous maybe one district at a time.
The letter is not addressed to individuals but to institutions. We may be wrong, but
Bureaucrats, Regulators, Judiciary serve as public servants for over 35 years while politicians are
elected every five years. There is no doubt that the Prime Minister and Chief Ministers provide
the leadership but if no one is blamed and everyone is inspired then the ingenuity of a billion
minds will surely make us prosperous.
Very truly yours

Anita Bhargava

Sanjay Bhargava

anita@bharosaclub.com

sanjay@bharosaclub.com

